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2 EPA is not including similar limiting language,
like the language in §§ 124.31, 124.32, and 124.33,
in the other provisions of today’s rule. With respect
to § 270.14, the requirement to submit the summary
of the pre-application meeting with the Part B
permit application expressly references § 124.31.
Accordingly, where the regulations do not require
a meeting, it is clear that the applicant does not
need to provide a meeting summary. With respect
to the information repository requirement of
§ 270.30(m), EPA will follow the general principles
applicable to the inclusion of the § 270.30
‘‘boilerplate’’ provisions in HSWA portions of
RCRA permits (see, e.g., In re General Motors Corp.,
RCRA Appeal Nos. 90–24, 90–25, at 23 (EAB Nov.
6, 1992)). Finally, §§ 270.62 and 270.66 apply only
where EPA has permit issuance authority over
incinerators and BIFs, respectively, so there is no
need to limit the applicability of the specific
requirements added to these sections today.

involvement and the efficiency of the
permitting process. The notice alerts the
public of the impending trial burn, and
of the opportunity to review the trial
burn plan. Since EPA is not yet
finalizing the other revisions to
combustion permitting procedures
proposed in § 270.74, trial burn plans
for interim status combustors may not
always be available for review with the
rest of the application. Through today’s
notice requirement, the public will still
have an opportunity to stay informed
and to review the plan before the
Director approves it.

EPA is currently considering and
addressing the comments it received on
the revised combustion permitting
procedures. If those procedures are
finalized and go into effect as proposed,
including the provision requiring
facilities to submit trial burn plans with
permit applications, the public will
have the opportunity to review and
submit opinions or suggestions on the
proposed trial burn plan at any time
after the facility submits the application.
At that time, EPA will have the
opportunity to consider any such
submissions in the process of reviewing
the plan. Accordingly, EPA is not
requiring a comment period for the
planned trial burn plan approval in this
rule, since such a requirement could
likely be rendered unnecessary in the
future.

V. State Authority

A. Applicability of Today’s Rule in
Authorized States

The overall effect of today’s final rule
is to increase the stringency of the
RCRA permitting process. Therefore,
States that are authorized to administer
and enforce the RCRA program in lieu
of EPA under section 3006 of RCRA are
required to modify their programs by
adopting equivalent requirements if
necessary (see § 271.21(e)). States must
submit their proposed program
modifications to EPA for approval
according to the schedules set forth in
section V.B. below.

EPA is promulgating today’s rule
pursuant to statutory authority that
existed prior to the Hazardous and Solid
Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984.
As we explained in more detail in the
proposed rule (59 FR 28703–04), EPA
will implement §§ 124.31 (the pre-
application meeting), 124.32 (the notice
at application submittal), and 124.33
(the information repository) of this rule
in authorized States only when EPA is
processing permit applications for
hazardous waste management units over
which it has the basic permit issuance
authority (e.g., BIFs in States not yet

authorized to issue BIF permits). EPA
has added language to §§ 124.31(a),
124.32(a), and 124.33(a) of the final rule
to clarify that EPA will implement these
sections only for such applications. For
all other permit applications in
authorized States, the requirements of
these sections will not take effect until
the States adopt and become authorized
for this rule.2

Under this approach, EPA will be
implementing §§ 124.31, 124.32, and
124.33 only where it is the basic
permitting authority for the unit. EPA
will, of course, implement these
sections in non-authorized States. EPA
will also implement these sections in
authorized States when the permit
application in question contains one or
more hazardous waste management
units for which the State is not
authorized to issue RCRA permits and,
thus, EPA has basic permit issuance
authority. For example, EPA will
implement today’s rule when processing
an application that includes a BIF if the
State is not authorized to issue BIF
permits. The facility with the BIF unit
will be subject to all the applicable
requirements in today’s rule.

However, if the State is authorized to
issue RCRA permits for all of the
hazardous waste management units in
an application, then EPA will not
implement the requirements in
§§ 124.31, 124.32, and 124.33. EPA will
not implement those provisions in such
a case, even though EPA may retain
authority to issue a HSWA ‘‘rider’’
relating to the units in the application
(e.g., authority to control air emissions
from certain units under 40 CFR Part
264 Subparts AA, BB, and CC), or
relating to the facility as a whole (e.g.,
corrective action authority under 40
CFR § 264.101). For example, EPA will
not implement §§ 124.31, 124.32, and
124.33 when processing the corrective
action portion of a tank storage permit
application in an authorized State.

The Agency believes that this
arrangement best implements the intent

of today’s rule. EPA designed the pre-
application meeting, the notice at
application submittal, and repository
requirements to enhance
communication and understanding
between the public, the facility owners
and operators, and the permitting
agency. These requirements will foster a
dialogue between facilities and
communities with a focus on
fundamental permitting issues. EPA
believes that these interactions are
properly part of the application process
for the basic permit to conduct
hazardous waste management
operations, and not part of the process
to evaluate and issue additional
conditions through a HSWA rider.
Accordingly, and consistent with the
proposal, we have explicitly tied these
requirements to the basic permit
issuance authority for hazardous waste
management units.

For most units in most States, the
basic permit issuance authority rests
with the State. Accordingly, EPA
strongly urges authorized States to
adopt this rule in an expeditious
manner. Specifically, EPA encourages
States that have not yet adopted the BIF
rule to adopt the new public
participation procedures concurrently
with their BIF rules, rather than
deferring adoption to the somewhat
later deadline that applies to today’s
rule.

In adopting today’s rule, authorized
States should not include in their
approved regulations the limiting
language added to the final applicability
sections of §§ 124.31, 124.32 and
124.33. This language includes both the
limitation of the sections’ applicability
to ‘‘all applications seeking RCRA
permits for hazardous waste
management units over which EPA has
permit issuance authority’’ and the
definition of the phrase ‘‘hazardous
waste management units over which
EPA has permit issuance authority.’’
Obviously, the reference to EPA would
be inappropriate in a State rule.
Moreover, even if the State changed the
language to refer to the State
environmental agency, the provision
would be unnecessary because
authorized States process RCRA permit
applications and administer RCRA
permits only at facilities with units over
which they have permit issuance
authority. Accordingly, EPA
recommends that States not include in
their regulations limiting language
similar to that in today’s final
rulemaking.


